
STANDARD EOUIPMENT includes
guards, belts to fan, sanding belt, exhaust
fan and hood, travelling pressure pad, hand
pad, set of stops to table rails, table fence,
set of spanners, motor and control gear and
all equipment for full operation of the
machines.

SPECIFICATION

SIZE OF TABLE

MAX. LENGTH SANDED BETWEEN COLUMNS

MAX. WIDTH SANDED BETWEEN COLUMNS

MAX. DISTANCE_ FLOOR TO TABLE

MIN. DISTANCE_FLOOR TO TABLE

MAX. DEPTH BETWEEN TABLE AND BELT

HEIGHT FROM FLOOR TO SANDING BELT_UNDER

HEIGHT FROM FLOOR TO SANDING BELT-OVER

SPEED OF SANDING BELT

HORSE POWER OF MOTOR

SPEED OF MOTOR

SIZE OF OVER TABLE

SIZE OF BELT

DIA. SANDING DISC WITH CANTING TABLE (EXTRA)

SIZE OF SANDING BOBBINS (EXTRAS)

FLOOR SPACE: LENGTH

WIDTH

HEIGHT

OPTIONAL EOUIPMENT Additionat Extra
Equipment Available includes Disc and
Bobbin Sanding Attachments, Hand Rail for
deop work, lntermediate Pressure between
pad and belt, sanding belts, Dust Collection
Unit. The machine can be supplied less the
wooden table and less the fan unit.

UNDER AND OVER

PAD BELT SANDING
MACHINE
TYPES'D.D.A. 1' and'D.D.A. Z
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"D.D.A. 1"

8'0" x2'6"
(2438x 762mm)

8'0" (2438mm)

30" (762mm)

398" (1000mm)

151" (39omm)

24' (609mm)

39å" (1000mm)

49å" (1254mm)

37721t/min
(11¿19m/min)

5.5hp (4kw)

1440 rpm

6',0" x 6"
(1828x 152mm)

22'6" x6"
(6858x 152mm)

12" (305mm)

3" dia. x 6" long
(76x 152mm)
4" dia. x 6" long
(102 x 152mm)

11'4' (3455mm)

6'2' (1880mm)

4'6" (1370mm)

,,D.D,A.2"

10'0" x2'6"
(3048 x 762mm)

10'0" (3048mm)

30" (762mm)

398" (1000mm)

15î" (390mm)

24" (609mm)

398" (1000mm)

498" (1254mm)

377211/min
(11¿l9mi min)

5.5hp (4kw)

1440 rpm

8'0" x 6'
(2438x 152mm)

26',6" x6"
(8077 x 152mm)

12" (305mm)

3" dia. x 6" long
(76x 152mm)
4" dia. x 6" long
(102 x 152mm)

13'4" (¿l065mm)

6'2" (1880mm)

4'6" (1370mm)

MACHINE

"D.D.A. 1" 173.8fr3 - 4.94m3

"D.D.A.2"

As constant endeavour i2 ry.gde to improve goods of Dominion Manufacture, actual products may
differ in some detail from the illustrations.

Telephone 042220228/9
Telex 517095 DMC G

210.6ft3 - 5.86m31 ton 6cwt - 1320k919cwt - 965k9PADSA 2

15cwt - 762k9PADSA 1

CASE SIZE

1 ton 3cwt - 1168k9

GROSS WEIGHTNETTWEIGHTCODE

MEMBER

Ult

Complete with 8ft (2438mm1
or 1Oft (3048mm1 long table

Hipperholme Halifax HX3 8JG England.
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6in (150mml UNDER AND OVER

PAD BEIT SANDING MACHINE
TYPE'D.D.A.'(1 and 2l

The machine is made in two sizes, each identical
in construction. Competitively priced and of the
most modern design, the Pad Belt Sander type
"D.D.4." is designed to give the perfect finish to
practically any size or shape of component.

Eff icient dust exhausting system when using over
and undertables.
lntermediate pressure between pad and belt
(EXTRA).

Simple belt tracking and tensioning device.

Swan neck column to accommodate long work

Easy rise and fall movement to table.

Laminated Wood Table.

ln short this machine offers high speed sanding
of panels, doors, composite boards and other
work pieces to the needs of every woodworking
shop.

Hand rail for deep work (EXTRA)

Sliding Pad moves on anti-friction bearings

Table moves on sealed-for-life ball bearings

Substantial cast iron columns

Self-contained motorised fan-unit built into
machine column.

Capacity under belt 2ft Oin (600mm) deep.

Bobbin sanding attachment: 3in (76mm) or 4in (102mm)
diameter bobbins can be fitted to the idler drum by means of a
special flanged spindle.

The frame comprises two rigid cast iron end
columns linked together by means of substantial
tie bars. Both columns have vee slides carrying
the table rails, circular in section, on which the
table moves on sealed-for-life ball bearings and
rollers. Stops are fitted to these rails to limit the
travel and an adjustable fence is provided. The
raising and lowering of the table is by screw
motion actuated by a conveniently placed hand
wheel . The swan neck at the right hand side allows
sanding of material up to twice the lengths
quoted by turning the material round. The width,
however. is then limited to 1ft 8+in (520mm).

The Main Sanding Drum is mounted direct on the
shaft of the 5.5 hp (4kw) totally enclosed fan-
cooled motor, and is enclosed in a suitable dust
collecting hopper.

The ldler Drum is mounted on the right hand swan
neck spindle, operating in ball bearings with
simple and efficient belt tensioning and tracl<ing
devices.

The Travelling Pressure Pad incorporates anti-
friction bearings and moves on a circular bar.
The Sanding Belt is arranged to run in either
direction to suit the work being carried out.

Guards are designed so as to enable users to
comply with Factories Act and Regulations.

The machine carries a dust extraction fan which
will carry the dust through tubing into a collection
unit. Alternatively, if a motorised collection unit
is available, the machine can be supplied without
fan; similarly, if a dust extraction system is
installed, the machine will again be required
without the standard fan. An allowance is made
if the machine is supplied without fan.
The Hopper is connected to a powerful exhaust
[ari l-ruilt irrto the rlaclrirre, whiclr is driverr liy
link belt from rear shaft extension to motor.

The main driving pulley for the sander is mounted
directly on to the totally enclosed fan cooled
motor shaft, which also incorporates a vee pulley
for the fan drive. The motor is operated through a
direct on-line push button starter fitted w¡th three
thermal overloads and no volt release. A
reversing switch and isolator are also supplied all
wired and ready for connection to the mains
sr.rpply.

Electrical equipment can be fitted to suit either
single or three phase supply, full particulars of
current supply should be given with enquiries and
orders.

Standard equipment supplied with each machine
includes guards, belts to fan, sanding belt,
exhaust fan and hood, travelling pressure pad,
hand pad, set of stops to table rails, table fence,
set of spanners and standard electrical equipment.

Dìsc Sanding Attachment, with Canting Table, comprises of
12in (305mm) diameter Sanding Disc mounted dírect on the
motor-drum and a canting table carried from the dust hopper.

Additional extra equipment available includes
Disc and Bobbin Sanding Attachments, Hand
Rail for deep work, lntermediate pressure be-
tween pad and belt, sanding belts and isolator.
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